
Making the right decision can be a hand-wringing experience no matter what the scenario is, 
whether it’s choosing a newborn’s name or something nearly as lasting: countertops and other 
surface materials for your home renovation project. 
 
Renovating trends are pointing to quartz as the current darling of home renovators, surprisingly 
edging out granite as the fan favorite thanks to its durability and less porous quality. Though 
their price points are similar, durability is proving to be the deciding factor in the final choice. 
But that doesn’t mean hugely popular materials like granite and marble are benched; the shift 
is showing in designers’ tendency to mix materials, putting the more durable engineered quartz 
around higher traffic areas like the kitchen sink and stove, with real marble and granite finding 
a better fit on islands that still receive traffic, but not to the same extent. 
 
Another trend to consider: color, or perhaps we should say the lack thereof. Thinking beyond 
the popular beige that seems to be a favorite of home stagers en masse, folks are finding that 
the gray family has the same versatility and adds an air of sophistication that won’t be rendered 
moot when trends change. 
 
When you’re envisioning your dream space, the last obstacle you need is to be clotheslined by 
selection. Opting for a supplier and installer that stays current so their inventory can too is key.  
 
With over 100 species of marble and over 200 species of natural granite, marble, quartz, 
limestone, travertine and slate available in a rainbow of colors, businesses like The Granite & 
Marble Depot go above and beyond to ensure you’ll find the material you’re looking for in the 
shade that strikes your fancy. No compromising or settling for second choice. The Granite & 
Marble Depot’s stock is complemented by complete, professional installation within their 
service area and the input of expert staff when you need it.  
 
The Granite & Marble Depot has distilled the process into three easy steps, starting with 
choosing the stone design that’s right for your project. This first step is made even easier with 
GMD’s free consultation available in your own home, office or their dedicated showroom. At 
step two, the order is placed and GMD’s installers arrive to template the kitchen, working with 
customers to ensure all details are covered. Finally, installation of the countertop and 
backsplash complete the process. 
 
GMD employs a team of true stone enthusiasts who take pride in maximizing your experience 
as a customer with industry knowledge and an impressive selection of colors and fabricating 
options at your disposal. No matter which of their products you’re working with, from granite 
and marble to quartz, slate and more, they’ll simplify the purchasing experience with an all-
inclusive price and on-time delivery that includes professional orientation on the product’s 
features as well as instructions on proper care and maintenance. Talk about a hometown touch. 
 
Remove the guesswork from getting on-trend and take advantage of the tools available to you 
locally. Contact The Granite & Marble Depot today, and set your project up for success from 
step one. 



 


